HANDS IN UNION
FIELDS OF ACTIVITY

A massive earthquake occurred one day in April 2015 in Kathmandu, Nepal. This
earthquake’s epicenter was located between Phokara and Kathmandu and measured 7.9 on
the Richter scale. The results and effects were devastating with houses in the cities
collapsing, some mountain villages being completely wiped out, families lost their homes
and children loosing their parents. On this very Saturday Ingela Fors landed at
Copenhagen’s Airport just arriving from Kathmandu. Considering that she, under five years
had worked together and in close cooperation with a Tibetan Buddhist monk, travelling
around Nepal and giving support to the various aid projects that he was responsible for so
this terrible earthquake disaster even greatly affected her on this Saturday in April.
On receiving this terrible news, thoughts immediately rushed through her head – her
friends and their families – were they still alive?
This thus was the background and reason to form the “Hands in Union” Foundation
In the weeks that followed Jonas Haak, the CEO of the Kristianstad Österlen Airport
in South Sweden was contacted and the open and willing discussions led to taking
decisions to create the “building blocks” in order to form a Foundation where transparency,
compassion and humanity are the beacons that we follow. Our organization embraces
concretely and honestly our humanitarian love and affinity towards each other. We are all
interlinked as one large family irrespective of our different cultures, religions, ages, sexual
orientation or different views. Together we began to add “building blocks” to build up and
create the “Hands in Union” Foundation.
The next stage was to get others involved so we contacted Björn Natthiko Lindeblad to
enquire if he was interested to give a lecture on the earthquake in Nepal and its victims.
The event was a great success and 120 people came to listen to Bjorn at the Kristianstad
Österlen Airport and we raised 36,000 SEK (almost 4100 USD) from the sale of tickets.
All of the involved and occurred costs for the conference room, flower arrangements from
the local florists - Jaffa the florists, production of the information brochure by the company
Intrycko and even the hotel costs at the local Åhus Gästis were graciously donated and
covered by the respective firms.
Hands in Union have now decided upon their ethnical guidelines with the aim to create and
give confidence, assurance and show and act honestly and with loyalty to ensure that the
Hands in Union’s aims, intentions and objectives in regards to humanity and caring on a
worldwide basis through the following:
:
Objective 1 – humanity and diversity
We meet and treat all equal in a truly human approach irrespective of cultures,
religions or other beliefs, ages, sexual orientation, possible handicaps or disabilities
or having different views. .
Objective 2 - rewards
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Our involvement is based on the pleasure of giving and to giving voluntary our time and
sharing our knowledge and wisdom
Objective 3 – openness and transparency
All of our involvement in Hands in Union is carried out in complete openness and
transparency
Objective 4 - participation
We help to spread the word about the existence of Hands in Union to our fellow
citizens through the social media and through our various networks
Objective 5 - awareness
We are all led and guided by the fact that we live on this beautiful earth and are one big
family where exchange between different cultures is a natural fact and importance.
And a clearly clarified objective which is:
-

to support the hundreds of thousands of people that are homeless, orphans, without the
basic needs in life or because of other circumstances are in a great need of help and
support. We have in this initial stage concentrated and focused our efforts on Nepal and
the living situation that hundreds find themselves in after the recent major earthquake
disaster.

To these aims we find that a local perspective and focus is important so that we have
therefore involved companies and people living in the affected area to build working
platforms which enables us to operate on the local scene and thereby increase the feeling of
affinity in a common aim.
An important part of this platform building is one where we involve; lecturers, entertainer
and artists to share their knowledge, talents, passions and life experiences. Companies
also provide natural increases and development of competency as well as private persons
through participating in inspiring events.
The handling and taking care of the collected donations and funding is of great
importance so as to ensure everyone’s confidence and trust. We have therefore
decided that all the sponsoring funding in connection with the travel &
accommodation of the lecturers as well as the administration costs are kept
separate from the other collected funding. This is through the generous gifts from
companies and others……
It has been decided that so as to maintain and guarantee the complete transparency
And complicity of Hands in Union that the collected donations and funding to
cover travel costs of companies or private persons to the people in need in Nepal be
clearly defined and reported;
- The collected funding and donations to be transferred to the separate Hands in
Union Swedish Bank Account. Every Swedish Crown is earmarked to our
affected people in Nepal.
- The money transfer from the Bank account to Nepal will be shown on
Facebook and on HiU’s homepage.
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- Verification of the money transfer will be shown on Facebook and on HiU’s
homepage.

•

Photos showing how the donated aid reach those in need and shown on Facebook
and on HiU’s homepage

•

Photos showing the following up and results to the needy and shown on
Facebook and on HiU’s homepage.
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•

There are always possibilities for our donors to travel to and visit the
involved places in Nepal since we only are responsible in the
involvement in the project and can guarantee the transparency and the
local involvement and cooperation.

The responsibility of the Hands in Union project in Nepal is through our
cooperation friend and partner Geshe Pema Dorjee, a Tibetan Buddhist
monk who, together with his monk colleagues are involved in giving and
providing support to a dozen or so help projects in Nepal
We are in regular contact with Nepal and with our friends there. Such a conversation can be
as shown here as follows::
So total amount we spent for urgent food supply was Rs.707625.00 (Nepali rupees)
& out this from your money we spent $2500.00 which is equal to Rs.264000.00 &
remaining Rs.443625.00 were from two other sponsors.
As we talked before that roughly 50% of the first wired funds for urgent food
supply & remaining fund will be used for the expenses of the Hostel in
Guljong.
Now you wired more fund therefore may be you will allow us to use for the
second Urgent food Supply to the second village.
Please give me your suggestions or instructions. I will do
accordingly. Lots of love & prayers. Pema Dorjee
In 2015 – 2016 Hands in Union were involved in the following projects:

1. HANDS IN UNION PROJECTS
- Food and material to Jharland Village in the Dhading District.
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The Dhading District was one of the mountain areas outside Kathmandu that was
heavily affected and damaged in the recent earthquake. Roads and houses were
destroyed and it was difficult for transport to get through to deliver aid and
assistance. We were therefore extremely worried and concerned on how the
villagers had been affected but Geshe Pema Dorjee’s help team managed in the end
to reach the village and had with them rice, blankets and warm clothing for the
winter.
- Support for the building of a home for children made orphans by the earthquake
Many children were made orphans in the earthquake catastrophe when their parents
were killed .The families that survived therefore took care of these orphan children.
The sheer size and need of support and aid in the form of a home, food and
material was such that Geshe Pema Dorjee’s team took the decision to build a
home for these orphan children. Hands in Union therefore also chose to, together
with other ”actors” together with Geshe Pema Dorjees team to fully support the
building of this hostel for the orphan children.

Here I am sending the drawing & estimated expenses of Guljong Hostel for about
40 children who need urgent attention because of the earth quake last year.
Plan for Hostel will have following rooms.
• First floor:
• One big room for 20 girls.
• Another big room for 20 boys.
• One room for hostel Parents or their guardians in charge.
• All the rooms are attached bathrooms & toilets.
• Ground Floor:
• Big dinning room
• Common room for 44 people
• Kitchen & small store room.
• Garden around the Hostel.
Note: This land is donated by one of our friend.
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Please check to the following drawing & estimations sent by the
engineer. Many thanks for your support. Lots of love. Pema
Dorjee
- Winter jackets, clothing and blankets for children and families in the village of Baun
Gaun in the Dhading District.
Baun Guan was yet another village in the worst affected area that lacked food and materials
for the coming winter. A young man, Harisaran Jamkatel, took contact with Hands in
Union and asked for help and support as he needed to purchase winter jackets for the
children and blankets in his home village of Baun Gaun. Aid in the form of money was
transferred and Harisaran was able to go and buy the winter jackets and blankets in
Kathmandu and then transport them to his home village of Baun Guan.
Here below you can see how he supplied the purchased items to the children and families..

Firstly my millions of thanks goes to you for everything that you did for us.
I have just distributed what you gave me. All these credit goes to you in Hands
in Union... I am really happy that we put smile on more than hundred family...
Harisaran Jamkatel
- Support to school fees, school books and material and clothes to 11 orphaned
children or to children of poor families and parents.
Hope and Charity began to be built up during the latter part of 2015. One of
Geshe Pema Dorjee’s munk colleagues is deeply involved in helping and
supporting street children and young adults. The aims and goals of Hope and
Challenges is to provide support and help to street children and to the children
with poor parents in order that they can attend school. By providing such help
enables the children (and their parents and family), to achieve a life away from the
streets and the slum areas.
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.
Thank u all your support by ur support many people get help Geshe Sonam
Wangchen
COLLECTED FUNDING THROUGH FUND RAISING ACTIVITIES & EVENTS
Autumn 2015: 98 264 SEK (about 11,200 USD)
- From lectures by Björn Natthiko Lindeblad, Pamela von Sabljar and Micke Gunnarsson
68 400 SEK (about 7,800 USD)
- From sales of Cashmere scarves: 18 558SEK (about 2,200 USD)
- Support from private persons and companies: 11 306 SEK (around 1,285 USD)
2016: 36 100 SEK (about 4,400 USD)
- From the lecture by Carolin Dahlman 1 March 2016: 8 100 SEK (about 921 USD)
- From Bromölla RK; 28 000 SEK (around 3,190 USD)
Funding has continued to give aid and support to both of the Projects 2 and 4:
- Project 2: Building of a home for orphan children in Guljong.
- Project 4: Support and aid towards school fees, school material and books
and clothes to 11 orphaned children or children to poor parents.
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In 2016 we took the decision to send in an application to register us as a
Fundraising Charity Foundation and thereby establish ourselves as an alternative
help organization. During this waiting period to get the final positive decision from
the Swedish Regional Authorities it was decided to put the continued planned
activities somewhat on hold.
The following persons together with us supported the forming of the Hands in
Union Foundation:
:
- Conny Famm
- Eva Sandström
- Sebastian Skorupa
- Authorised Auditor from Öhrlings, Price Waterhouse Coopers
and we two
- Jonas Haak

- Ingela Fors.
Our Value Words and Slogan are thus: Compassion, Awareness and Sharing
On the 19th April 2017 we finally received our confirmed registration for
our Foundation Hands in Union and thus a new step towards our common
journey has finally begun.

Compiled by,
Ingela Fors
…………………

FURTHER NOTES & INFORMATION
Contact us
Hands in Union
Kristianstad Österlen Airport
SE 297 92 Everöd
Sweden
Tel. +46 703 871 005: +46 709 628 111
E-mail: info@handsinunion.se
www.handsinunion.com
Swedish Organisation No.: 602480-1980
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THE BOARD
<http://www.handsinunion.com/#styrelse>
In 2016 we had the pleasure that Eva Lindström, Conny Famm and Sebastian Skorupa
Together with Martin Troedsson from the auditing company PwC were elected to be
Auditor expressed their interest to become Board members of Hands in Union and
together with us continue to build up Hands in Union. We were extremely pleased to
receive confirmation that Hands in Union was granted the status of a registered
Funding Foundation.
Ingela Fors
Founder and method developer of concious deliberate treatment and acceptance and owner of
Mötesforum Futura AB. I feel that to be involved in the construction of Hands in Union and try to live
after and follow the clearly defined HiU’s guiding values - and act after namely; awareness – human
compassion – participation are firmly established in my soul giving me inner joy and
meaningfulness.
Jonas Haak
CEO, Kristianstad Österlen Airport.
I have a burning passion is to try my utmost to see to it that people in their environment can
develop.
Eva Lindström
Pensioner after 35 years working in the banking and finance sector.
As a pensioner I am free to dispose my time exactly as I wish and therefore to take an active part in
Hands in Union gives me a lot of inner warmth, pleasure and satisfaction.
Conny Famm
Lawyer, previously CEO of Länsförsäkringar, artist and mentor with deeply interested in humanity,
compassion and involvement.
Sebastian Skorupa
Entrepreneur and educated in marketing and as a property economist. Founder of . InTrycko
Advertising Bureau. Design and advertising are two of my passions, but also to be able to help others
in all possible ways, especially young people who are in need of mentorship in the beginning stages
of their fantastic journey through life.
It gives me great pleasure to be able to support Hands in Union and see the smiles and pleasure on
the faces of the children that receive our help.
Áuditor
Martin Troedsson
Authorised auditor with PwC in Kristianstad with 17 years experience in the auditing sector. Working
mainly with private companies as well as with Communally/Municipally owned companies and
Foundations.

Cooperation Partners:
-

KRISTIANSTAD ÖSTERLEN AIRPORT
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-

Mötesforum futura
pwc
INTRYCKO
En del i Semar Multimedia
STIFTLESEN DESTINATION ÖSTERLEN
Quality Hotel Grand Kristianstad, Sweden
bool by Sigma
Jaffa BLOMMOR
ÖSPAB VÄXTHUS
G
SKÄRMEXP
Magnussons Reklam
BE YOUR BRAND – NEW WAVE PROFI

FINANCIAL & MONEY TRANSFER INFORMATION
The money transactions are carried out via different bank accounts to accentuate a clear and
transparency to separate the administration costs from the donations and contribution funding.
Our authorised auditor has a specific important task to control of the correct distribution of the
separate administration expenses and funding costs. We want and demand a strict control.
In regards to fund transfer, we are working with two established and registered organizations in
Nepal, namely:
-

Tsamkhang Charitable Foundation
Bank: Nepal Investment Bank Ltd; Account number: 02401030255820

-

Hope and Challenge
Bank: Nepal Investment Bank Ltd; Account number: 02401030255974

